The Winners

This Winners Book brings together the very best printed
and digital news brands operating in a pandemic, an
18-month period of unprecedented challenges for all
news brands.
The pandemic has forced publishers to change their
thinking and their working practices amid huge economic
and social pressures.
But publishers and printers have risen to the
challenges. They have seized the opportunities to produce
innovative, honest content that has served readers and
advertisers well.
Newsbrands have stepped up to the plate and have
provided their audiences with trusted information,
advice from experts and yards of analysis of the Covid-19
statistics that kept us glued to the Government’s daily
news briefings during the national lockdowns.
Many staff were furloughed and almost all but our
industry’s heroic print staff employees worked from home,
a practice that still continues. Some publishers realised
they no longer need expensive buildings. New systems
and structures were introduced to enable remote working
while print plants were quick to lock the doors and ‘self
isolate’ to ensure minimal disruption to schedules.
It has been tough, and it remains challenging. All but a
few lost printed sale, saw advertising plummet and digital
footprints soar while large city-wide free distrbutions
dispapeared when commuter travel stopped.
But through the gloom, newsbrands have been there,
day in, week out to keep their audiences informed, both in
print and online.
It is a resilience that shone through at newsawards 2021
as this Book of the Night testifies and twenty five years
after the launch of the first Newspaper Awards, we are
celebrating excellence.
A big thank you goes to all Awards sponsors, to our
expert panels of more than 20 judges and to everyone
who has attended the 2021 awards. Without you there
would be no event. Your support is truly appreciated, as
is the support of an industry that continues to create, to
innovate and to evolve and which found the energy and
stamina to submit hundreds of printed and digital
entries this year. The very best are showcased in the
following pages.
Gary Cullum
Director, newsawards
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The
The Judges
Judges

Print Judges
Back row, from left: Laura McClennon,
head of magazine publishing, News
UK; Wendy Thatcher, product manager,
Harmsworth Printing; Steve Ainsworth,
regional print manager, Newsquest;
Maria Henry, deputy finance director,
Reach Printing Services; Gary Cullum,
newsawards director and chairman of
the judges.
Front row, left to right: Laura Adams,
director of content development, Archant;
Janet White, global circulation director, FT;
Alex Evans, print industry consultant
and former managing director, Precision
Colour Printing.
Left to right: Ricky Allan, chief revenue
officer, Iliffe Media Group; Vicky Wright,
advertising director, LocaliQ, Newsquest;
Phil Aitken, operations/transformational
consultant; Christopher H Baker,
international print consultant and former
vice president manufacturing, New York
Daily News.

Business and Digital judges
From left: Steve Anglesey, editor, The
New European; John Wellington, former
managing editor, The Mail on Sunday;
Jeff Henry, media executive;
Jonny Kaldor, founder and CEO, Pugpig;
Jo Allan, chief executive, Newsworks;
Gary Booker, chief marketing,
innovation & strategy officer for
Rentokil Initial; Mia Mulch, managing
director, Programmatic, Omnicom Media
Group UK; Jo Kelly, director of content
partnerships, Twitter; not pictured
Sarah Mansfield, VP global media
Europe, Unilever.
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Pre-press the smart way
Innovation is key to the future of the industry, which is why Fujifilm proudly
promotes its PLATESENSE initiative – designed to change the way that
pre-press is managed.
We are therefore delighted to congratulate all those whose innovations have
been recognised and are driving the success of the newspaper industry.

Find out more at www.platesense.com/newspaper

P R E - P R E SS T H E S M A RT WAY

Fujifilm Grand Prix

This year the Fujifilm Grand Prix focused on the massive
and disruptive impact the pandemic has had on the news
media industry. Thousands of employees were put on
furlough, delivering newspapers to readers was highly
challenging, offices were shut throughout the country and
advertising revenues plummeted.
The Grand Prix was awarded to the news media brand
that most effectively addressed the challenges posed to
the news media industry by the pandemic. The winning
entry had to incorporate both print and digital examples,
demonstrating how all media types complemented and
added value to each other.
The Fujifilm Grand Prix has only one winner and this
year it is awarded to the… Daily Mirror.
With the pandemic creating an unprecedented
challenge for all news brands, it forced publications to
contend with new ways of working at a time of major
economic and social disruption.
Instead of being daunted by the situation, the Mirror
seized the chance to produce creative and innovative
content that resonated with both readers and commercial
partners alike.
Judges particularly liked the way the Mirror approached
its print and online Covid coverage by providing
its audience with reliable, trustworthy and easily
understandable information in the form of Q&As, analysis
and advice from in-house experts.
A selection of the Mirror’s Covid highlights:
• A daily coronavirus newsletter that attracted 60,000 subscribers
• One of the first titles to highlight the plight of care home residents
• A call for a medal for NHS workers to recognise their work which 		
was backed by sports stars, celebrities and all former living Prime 		
Ministers
• Holding the Government to account over major stories such as the 		
lack of protective kit for frontline staff and revealing that Dominic 		
Cummings had breached lockdown rules
• An appeal that raised more than £1.5 million and ensured 		
thousands of children had the books and materials they needed for
their studies
• A special edition where young people from across Britain voiced, in 		
their own words, the challenges of living under Covid
• A special pull-out called ‘A Thousand Acts of Kindness” where the 		
Mirror thanked the tens of hundreds of people who had helped 		
during lockdown
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AGFA GRAPHICS

It’s all over the news!
More than half of the newspapers in the world are produced with Agfa Graphics’ prepress solutions. Our integrated
offering of hardware, software and printing plates makes newspaper printing operations more economical,
ecological and extra convenient - or ECO³.
We will increase your profitability through:
•
•
•

Faster press start-up and less paper waste
Streamlined and stable plate production processes
No or limited chemistry, and less waste overall

Agfa Graphics. If you value your newspaper business.

www.agfagraphics.com/newspapers

•
•
•

Reduced equipment maintenance
Decreased energy consumption
Ink savings

PRINT AWARDS

Newspaper Printer of the Year
The Agfa Premier Awards

Always a fiercely fought category, the judges’ mission was
to find consistent and fault free quality over a number of
different copies from the same presses. If only it was that
easy. The quality of submissions was exceptionally high, as
was also evidenced from a single copy from each entrant
that was remotely benchmarked to a set of 24 print
quality points.

National Winner

The Irish Times (The Guardian, The Irish Times)
Exceedingly clean and crisp print production with sharp halftones,
excellent density of colour, even inking, and punchy images, declared
the judges. The Citywest Dublin printer excelled with superb colour
control across the pages.

Highly Commended

Newsprinters Broxbourne & Knowsley (The Times)
Outstanding presentation and near faultless copy to the very highest
standards, declared a number of judges, with remarkably consistent
colour given copies came from different presses and different press
crews.

Commended

Associated Print Holdings Portsmouth (Daily Mail, i ) Some
challenging publications enabled the submitted copy to showcase
clean and sharp printing.
dmg media - Harmsworth Printing, Thurrock (Daily Mail, i ) Colours
consistent and bright. Excellent flexo printing that stood up well
against its offset competitors.
Reach Printing Services, Saltire ( The Guardian ) Judges remarked on
the quality of blacks in the mastheads and overall colour consistency.
Reach Printing Services, Watford (The Guardian, The Mirror) Solid
colours with a clear focus on high quality printing.

Regional Winner

Mortons Print (Cage & Aviary Birds, Driffield & Wold Weekly,
The Moorlander, Teesdale Mercury)
A previous winner and back on top by the narrowest of margins, this
diverse entry wowed many of the judges with its stunning printing
to the highest standards on a range of paper stocks.

Highly Commended

Interpress NI (Daily Mirror, The Star, The Irish News)
Narrowly missing out on top spot, Interpress demonstrated sharp
printing across multiple titles, showing strong colours and solid
blacks and a consistent approach to press quality for its customers.

Commended

DC Thomson Discovery Print, Dundee (The Courier, The Press and
Journal) Punchy black headlines, clean colours and excellent page to
page backups attracted the eye of the judges.
Newsquest Oxford (Hereford Times, Oxford Times) Commended for
its even inking across different titles.
Newsquest Scotland (The Herald) Praised for its clean print
reproduction of a challenging broadsheet format.
Reach Printing Services – Teesside (The Journal) Excellent colour,
registration and cleanliness of colour, a fine achievement on 40 gsm
paper stock.
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MEDIA’S
FUTURE IN A
POST-COVID
WORLD
Revenue models. The way we work.
Sustainability. Print. The best way to tell
a story. As many parts of the world begin
to look around the corner beyond the
pandemic, these topics will be key for
media organisations. This is the basis of
our white paper; Media’s Future in a PostCovid World, in partnership with FIPP.

Download the UPM
and FIPP white paper
using the QR code or at
go.upmpaper.com/fom2

PRINT AWARDS

Print Production Achiever of the Year
The UPM Premier Award

The Print Production Achiever of the Year is a new award
for 2021. Judges were seeking individuals who have made
significant strides in their professional development.
Dedication and a passion for print were key as judges
scrutinised a number of nominees involved in disciplines
relating directly to the actual production of a printed
newspaper such as pre-press production, printing,
mailroom and finishing, newspaper distribution, as well as
consumables procurement.
Judges were searching for someone who had made
a positive impact on their organisation and his or her
peers in terms of adding value to the business, along with
leadership skills or leadership potential.

From left: Rob
Champion, Alan
Catchpole; Middle
row: Francesca
Evans, David Hartop,
Phil Hudson, Bottom
row: Mitchell Marley;
Jayleigh Price, Nick
Taylor

Winner

Rob Champion, assistant technical services manager, Newsprinters
A multi-skilled and talented team leader, Rob’s dedication and
commitment to print, and his approach to his work and colleagues,
marks him out as special, say his peers. And judges agreed. His
progress in the industry from a ‘mechatronic’ mechanical and
electrical engineer apprentice at Wapping in 2002 where he excelled,
has been remarkable. Rob has been successively promoted since
2015 to his current position of assistant technical services manager
in 2019 with site-wide responsibilities for engineering. He has been
recognised for his dedication and passion for print, his work ethic, his
diligence and his attention to detail.

Nominated

Alan Catchpole, production manager, Newsprinters Alan has been
instrumental in ensuring print teams remained as one to get
millions of printed copies “out of the factory gate” each week during
the Covid-19 pandemic. Judges loved the camaraderie and the
motivation of Alan and his team culminating in the Thursday Clap
for the NHS and care workers. Alan has worked in production for
News UK/ Newsprinters for 27 years.
Francesca Evans, editor and print managing editor, Lyme Regis
Media Francesca, now aged 32, built a website, launched and writes
the 24-page LymeOnline tabloid newspaper, produces the pages,
sends them to the printers and delivers 4,000 printed copies to
local distribution outlets. A fantastic achievement working with her
parents, declared judges.
David Hartop, production manager, Newsprinters Time-served
printer David has worked for Newsprinters at Broxbourne since the
plant was commissioned in 2007. He was promoted to a production
manager role in 2017. As one of the management team, he has been
inspirational over the past 18 months in the care shown to colleagues
and motivational in a challenging environment to ensure continued
business success.
Phil Hudson, production manager, Newsprinters Another printer
employed by Newsprinters for 14 years, Phil joined the business as
a Print No.1 ‘super user’ to train printers when the XXL triple wide
manroland presses were installed. He’s a huge asset to the team
and, with colleagues, has been instrumental in keeping team morale
high throughout the pandemic.
Mitchell Marley, trainee electronics technician, Harmsworth Printing
Mitchell continues to excel, and in 2020-21 has developed his role

on nights not only supporting production but has undertaken a
fault finding and continuous process improvement role improving
performance. He has become a role model to other apprentices and his
attitude towards his personal goals has been exemplary. Judges could
see the company has high expectations for him in the future.
Jayleigh Price, No 1 operator, Precision Colour Printing Jayleigh
continues her career progression focusing on 16pp web printing. Her
commitment to her work, that includes newspaper industry magazine
printing for regional press publishers – and her progress since joining
the company four years ago as an 18-year-old, truly impressed the
judges.
Nick Taylor, production manager, Newsprinters With many years
of experience, and 14 years in production at Broxbourne, Nick has
galavanised his team during a challenging 18 months for the printed
newspaper industry. He’s been instrumental in morale-boosting
initiatives, including the three Newsprinters’ manufacturing plants’
Thursday night clap for the NHS with fellow production managers.
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PRINT AWARDS

National Newspaper of the Year

The manroland Goss web systems Premier Award

A strong field of broadsheet and tabloid big hitters drew
praise from judges who were looking for production and
print excellence, beautiful design, impactful photography,
quality content and commercial success. Three consecutive
issues of each newspaper were scrutinised and judges
were impressed with how a number of publications had
adapted to meeting market needs during the challenging
past 18 months of Covid-19 pandemic.

Winner

Financial Times
A clear winner, there was universal acknowledgement of the FT’s
‘fantastic’ reproduction on highly distinguishable salmon pink paper.
Crisply produced with punchy black headlines, the clean design of
the title really helped St Clements Press achieve the best result for
the whole team. Superb consistency and register, with beautifully
balanced informative content. Has major gravitas with different
formats of content – ‘very clever given the financial markets were
shut down for much of last year’.

Highly Commended

The Times
Fully deserving of its high commendation, The Times remains a highquality newspaper, easy to navigate, covering a wide range of topics,
with traditional values and is superbly printed. Described as clean,
crisp and bright with clear fonts, design and great colour throughout.

Commended

Daily Mail “A huge doorstop” of a publication and, considering
the flexographic process, screens and skin tones looked good, said
judges. The paper has a good, traditional feel with a strong focus on
female readers.
The Daily Telegraph A good range of content, excellent photos, repro
and print quality. A consistent high performer and commercially
innovative. The Telegraph is a high quality and high value package.
The Guardian A well packaged publication, with top production
values and excellent editorial content for its target audience.
The Sun Brilliant for its core readership – a strong voice, major red
top campaigner with simple storytelling, bold design and
well printed.
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Engage.
AT RESOLUTE, WE KNOW THAT FOREST PRODUCTS ARE
ESSENTIAL TO OUR DAILY LIFE. THAT’S WHY WE BELIEVE
IN RESPONSIBLE FOREST MANAGEMENT AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF BALANCING ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC PRIORITIES.
WE ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMERS, CONSUMERS AND
STAKEHOLDERS TO ENSURE TRULY SUSTAINABLE
OUTCOMES.

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE 2021 INTERNATIONAL
NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR AWARD

PAPER

PULP

TISSUE

WOOD

www.resolutefp.com

PRINT AWARDS

International Newspaper of the Year
The Resolute Forest Products Premier Award

Always a strong and competitive category – and post
Brexit during a pandemic proved no exception with entries
arriving from across Europe, Middle East, Asia, and North
America resulting in a hugely diverse range of titles. As in
previous years the standard of submissions was high. That
said, the internationally renowned pink brand stormed the
category, oozing pure quality.

Winner

Financial Times
This year the FT was the run-away winner of the international
category. It’s full of professional and insightful news content and its
print quality is excellent throughout. The superb picture quality is
sharp and clear. “What an exceptional example of printed copy.”

Highly Commended

Anandabazar Patrika (India)
This newspaper demonstrated an interesting use of different formats
and newsprints. It was well printed throughout and showcased
a great gatefold on the front cover to promote an advertising
campaign.

Commended

China Daily This newspaper has a ‘class’ design coupled with
excellent printed quality. Good use of white borders to give a clean,
easily read editorial.
Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung (Germany) FAZ has
performed remarkably consistently over the years at newsawards
and 2021 is no exception. It has an impressive design with clean space
and truly outstanding print quality.
Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung (Germany) Yet another strong
contender from Germany. It has clear, sharp density levels to create
punch and stand-out design.
Hurriyet (Turkey) Entered by its UK based digital printer Stroma,
Hurriyet was praised for its excellent use of colour and layout of
stories.
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CCQmuli
Qmuli assist media owners, creatives and advertisers in
managing and automating production workflows using
smart technology, paired with world class support

What our clients say about us
"Qmuli has done a brilliant job and their support team is second to none. By moving over to ad.fast
we are receiving an improved service, with rave reviews to boot!"
Tom Fletcher, Advertising & Marketing Operations Manager, News UK

"Qmuli listened to what we were trying to achieve and offered supporting ideas and solutions.
Working with Qmuli we were able to achieve all of our goals. We couldn't have asked for more."
Stephen Ir ving , Head of Ad Production, Reach
"Archant has benefited hugely from adopting Qmuli's ad.sync solution. Working with Qmuli has been
an absolute delight and I would be very happy to recommend Qmuli and ad.sync to any publisher."
John Ford, Production Director, Archant

Qmuli is a proud sponsor of the News Awards 2021
www.qmuli.com

enquiries@qmuli.com

020 7278 4009

PRINT AWARDS

Sunday Newspaper of the Year
The Qmuli Award

This category gave a good reminder of what weekends are
for, declared judges. Entries ranged from heavy pagination
‘catkillers’ to beautifully produced entertaining reads.
Judges pored over some stunning packages. Commercial
and business strengths were also assessed with judges
acknowledging ‘nicely laid-out packages’ that were ‘easy
on the eye’ with some ‘great looking creative ads’.
There was just a hair’s breadth between top spot
and the highly commended title, with both newspapers
described as ‘hugely impressive high value packages.’

Winner

The Sunday Telegraph
Displaying near faultless reproduction, high quality content and
stunningly impactful imagery, this entry edged it over its main rival
by just two points. Superb editorial balance with carefully chosen
images on each page.

Highly Commended

The Sunday Times
A premier quality newspaper, and ‘a benchmark for design,
content and print quality by which others are judged – it is the
Sunday papers’ enthused one judge. ‘Hard-hitting’ journalism and
astonishing print quality.

Commended

Sunday Mirror Strong front pages and excellent placement of
images. Good printing with balanced colour control - and a poignant
and sensitively produced front page for the Duke of Edinburgh’s
funeral.
Sunday Sun (Newcastle) This superb regional title oozing with
national feel and design Impressed the judges.
The Mail on Sunday Packed full of quality content with scoops
a plenty and vital pandemic advice. Well printed and consistent
register, and packaged with one of the most read weekend
magazines.
The Observer World class coverage of the pandemic and second to
none sport wrapped in a great design, with a classy feel and printing
worthy of the product.
The Sun on Sunday Pure entertainment, packed with photos and
great fun! Wrapped in a great layout and cleanly printed.
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Full Int egrat ed Solut ions
Docum ent Managem ent
Facilit ies Services
Logist ics Services
Operat ions Managem ent
Professional Services
Qualit y Services
Technical Services
Capex Support

PRINT AWARDS

Regional Daily Newspaper of the Year
The Aktrion Atalian Servest Premier Award

A category impacted by Covid-19, with fewer entries
than in recent years. Nevertheless, plenty of quality
regional newspapers from across the UK and Ireland were
on the table. Keen-eyed judges were seeking the very
highest levels of print production and were meticulous
in scrutinising every page of every entry. Also, under
the microscope were design and content with judges
awarding points for high story count, campaigning
initiatives, layouts, fonts and ease of navigation. There
were commercial considerations too, with sales and
distribution analysed and valuable points given for
revenue-generating initiatives that were supporting the
brand in extremely tough pandemic conditions.

Winner

The Irish News
‘A top notch’ performance from a previous winning publisher.
Excellent printed results. ‘A newspaper renowned for its consistent
top-level content. “The design and use of front page were at times
stunning and a delight to see, ” said judges. Acknowledged as a great
commercial innovator – especially during lockdown.

Joint Highly Commended

The Courier (Dundee)
Extremely well thought out format – a publication that stands out
from the crowd. A ‘meaty’ high quality read with punchy printing and
varied content.
The Journal (Newcastle)
Great mix of news and features and evidence of commercial success.
Excellent print quality on 40 gsm stock from an older regional
printing press and deemed near faultless by a number of judges.

Commended

Evening Standard Hugely helpful pandemic news reflected with
commercial initiatives in a high-quality produced publication. Still a
great newspaper for London.
Liverpool Echo Powerful front-page stories and campaigning articles
that never shy away from major issues.
The Press and Journal (Aberdeen) A quality publication all round and
editorial content and design is compelling, especially on its ‘power
pages’ giving it a national feel.
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Here to Help
The Printing Charity is the only dedicated
charity for the print, paper, publishing,
packaging, and graphics sector, offering
practical, emotional, and financial support.
We are proud to champion the sector we represent
through sponsoring the Weekly Newspaper of
the Year award, for all local weekly newspapers.
Well done to those shortlisted as nominees in the
category and congratulations to the winner.

www.theprintingcharity.org.uk
@printingcharity
The Printing Charity is a registered charity in England and Wales No. 208882.

PRINT AWARDS

Weekly Newspaper of the Year
The Printing Charity Award

A number of the entries on the judging table proved
that a well-produced weekly remains the beating heart
of the communities they seek to serve. Judges agreed
that if publishers get the local content right there are
still readers eager to get their fix of parish pump news.
Judges delved deep inside all copies for evidence of quality
print production and how well the newspapers served
their local market, how strong they had remained in
terms of sales and distribution in the most challenging of
pandemic conditions, and how commercially savvy they
were. Judges noted the strength of the five Iliffe Media
titles on the table that all made the cut.

Winner

Cambridge Independent
For the fourth successive year, this magnificent stitched and trimmed
magazine-style weekly scored highly with all judges. It was striking,
superbly produced, cleanly printed with a high story count. One
judge asked if it was produced by a national newspaper publisher.

Highly Commended

Ham & High
Praised for its impactful front pages and a good range of content,
this Archant title scored highly for the quality of its offering and the
quality of its print – especially given its modest print run.

Commended

Hereford Times A good approach to commercial innovation helping
advertisers with initiatives – a heavyweight weekly read.
Kent Messenger A strong paper with excellent provoking editorial
that insists on high standards, has an indomitable determination to
support its community and retains a healthy sense of humour.
Lynn News A bi-weekly publication that has been a trusted source
of news and information about West Norfolk since 1841 and is still
producing quality local content with a strong commitment to local
democracy at all levels.
Newbury Weekly News A strong identity, serving its local community
well with plenty of local interest stories, healthy letters page, and a
focus on the young.
Stratford Herald Traditional local feel with high quality content,
including lively letters and opinion. Nicely printed.
The National (Wales) A cleanly produced, well-structured product
with a clear identity that has received a fantastic reader response
since launch in March this year.
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Your Partner.

Long-term.
As a company that has been around for generations and knows what it takes
to succeed, we are here for you long into the future.

Inks, blankets, chemicals & more

www.flintgrp.com | CPSInks@flintgrp.com | +1 734 781 4600

PRINT AWARDS

National Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Flint Group Awards

This double category for weekly and non-weekly products
never fails to elicit the highest praise from the panel.
Asked to judge the publications for print production,
design, content and commercial innovation, the panel was
presented with a superb range of glossy, sophisticated,
mid-market and high-end coffee table publications that
were a delight to handle, look at and read.

Weekly Winner

The Sunday Times Magazine
Produced to a consistently high standard, the breadth of content
with hard-hitting features makes this a worthy winner over its
fellow stable mate. The use of pioneering advertising cover wraps
was widely praised by judges as was the commercial innovation. A
worthy winner.

Highly Commended

Style (The Sunday Times)
The magazine‘s design sets it apart from other weeklies – with
innovative cover wraps and high production values.

Commended

Stella (The Telegraph) Applauded by judges for its in-touch editorial,
innovative revenue-generating features and support of worthy
charitable causes.
The Irish Times Magazine A great result for a coldset trimmed
magazine competing well with its big hitter competitors.
The Observer Magazine A lovely publication with excellent print
repro and great use of colour.
The Times Magazine This title continues to be a strong and
compulsive read with exceptional revenue growth.
You Magazine (The Mail on Sunday) Sharp images, a good feel and a
broad range of subject matter. Its revenue growth was applauded.

Non-Weekly Winner

LUXX (The Times)
Winner by the narrowest of margins, and for the second successive
year, benefiting from the outstanding repro that helped LUXX stand
out from the crowd. Oozes quality and was described as incredibly
beautiful, combining elegant layout and commercial savvy with
genuinely interesting features.

Highly Commended

How to Spend It (Financial Times)
A multi-times previous winner and pipped to top spot this year, it
impressed with its stunning photography and high-level production.

Commended

Luxury (The Telegraph) Fantastic reproduction from The Telegraph
stable, Luxury received plaudits for its excellent print quality
throughout.
ST Magazine (The Sunday Telegraph) A beautifully produced gravure
publication with impressive year-on-year online growth to build the
brand.
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THIS MUCH
WE KNOW
We know print. We’re friendly,
honest and knowledgeable. We’re
not flash or fancy, but we are really
good at what we do.
From leaflets, flyers and
stationery to booklets and
brochures. Whatever you want
printed we see quality and value
as everyday companions.
Trusted by 1,164 printers,
marketing agencies & publishers.
Consistently competitive prices
Rated highly for quality
& service.

For quality print
that’s delivered on
time, every time.
Get in touch
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PRINT AWARDS

Regional Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Bishops Printers Award

Always a popular category but noticeably down on the
number of entries received during the pandemic. There
was an interesting array of titles that could be standalone
or published with their host newspaper. It was a difficult
category to judge, but it soon became apparent that there
was a new kid on the block – and it stormed to success as
the panel scrutinised hard for print quality, design, high
value content and commercial innovation.

Winner

Greater Govanhill Community Magazine
A first-time entrant that was launched in 2020, Greater Govanhill is
a multilingual solutions-focused community magazine serving the
Govanhill area to the south of Glasgow. And what a delight, said
judges – a beautifully produced and printed matt finish magazine
that is well designed and creatively executed. It was ‘fresh and
innovative’ and a brave pandemic year launch that catered perfectly
for its hugely diverse target audience. It was also a runaway winner
in a category usually dominated by coffee table beauties.

Highly Commended

Yorkshire Life (Archant)
Judges were treated to the December 2020 issue and its innovative
advent calendar die cut cover. Yorkshire Life offers a quality printed
finish, impressive photography and a broad range of editorial subject
matter.

Commended

Bury & West Suffolk Magazine (BPP Magazines) Excellent value
for money for a free magazine. Judges loved the idea of using local
students as young designers.
Cheshire Life (Archant) A magazine totally focused on its readers
interests with clearly signposted high value content .
Devon Life (Archant) A quality product in all ways, priding itself on its
‘go to’ glossy lifestyle content.
ES Magazine (Evening Standard) A wonderful range of features
that is “a great mix of humour, with intelligent and investigative
reporting” said judges.
Velvet Magazine (Iliffe Media) A previous winner and a magazine
that clearly knows its market – impressive content, layout and
relevance to the reader.
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print•digital•business

Production Journal – bringing you newsawards
and The Newspaper Awards since 1997
01442 927222 gc@cullumpublishing.co.uk

PRINT AWARDS

Niche Market Newspaper of the Year
The PJ Award

Always a tough category to judge because of the diverse
areas of interest served by an extensive range of award
contenders. Production processes and values were
assessed and discussed by judges, along with how well
each title served its market. Definition was exceptional
in some of the front page photographs and inside page
feature spreads.

Winner

Cage & Aviary Birds
Striking images that were so well produced and printed, several
judges thought some of the birds were so realistic they were about
to fly off the pages. A strong and long-established specialist weekly,
it is packed with informative, relevant content with vivid print that
enhances the reader experience.

Highly Commended

Hackney Citizen
A strong performer in the 2021 awards and a former winner – the
Citizen is a quality community newspaper, clean, bright and pleasing
to the eye. It knows its patch and how best to cater for the needs of
its audience.

Commended

Fishing News A high-quality product full of sharp images and repro
full of relevant information for the commercial fishing industry.
KCW London An easy reading publication with great content and
sharp pictures providing a very high impact on standout Highbright
paper.
Motor Sport News Clean, punchy and well presented with consistent
colour across multiple issues.
TLS A publication that truly knows its niche and how to serve it –
balancing its century long reputation as a leading high-end literary
publication and its forward-looking place in the modern world.
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PRINT AWARDS

The ICNN Independent Community Newspaper of the Year
Sponsored by Google News Initiative

This category was first introduced in 2020 when,
unfortunately, due to Covid it remained unjudged. This
year, it was one of the most popular categories with
entries flowing in from all corners of the British Isles.
Despite the negative impact that Covid has had on the
news media industry, independent community and
hyperlocal news outlets have performed remarkably well.
ICNN states that “audiences want local knowledge,
intimacy, trust, connections; they want to know who their
local journalist is; they want to be involved”. Also, readers
of hyperlocal newspapers want to see those in power
being held to account and have a thirst for news on local
planning meetings, schools and elections.

Winner

Hackney Citizen
First produced in 2008 and today with a print run of 10,000 copies,
the Hackney Citizen was a clear winner; a pioneering newspaper
with an uncluttered layout, great design, bold images and good use
of colour. It’s a bright, interesting read with exceptional print quality
and cultural mix.

Highly Commended

Enfield Dispatch
Fantastic use of reader contributions and engagement with the
community is key to the success of the Enfield Dispatch. A good
balanced read, oozing quality from start to finish with its excellent
use of white space and large imagery.

Commended

EC1 Echo A lovely looking local newspaper with good, crisp design
and well printed throughout. It has a distinctive masthead with a
wide, interesting mix of stories giving the whole of its area a voice.
KCW London One judge simply stated that KCW was “ a superb
quality community newspaper.” It has a stunning design and is
printed on great stock that enhances the overall product. It has
served West London for over ten years.
The Edinburgh Reporter An excellent monthly community
newspaper with good, elegant design. It serves its community with
high quality reporting.
Waltham Forest Echo Launched in 2014, this product has a clean,
uncluttered design on Highbright white paper accentuating its
clean colours.
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BUSINESS AWARDS

Best Use of Advertising Technology
The newsawards Trophy

Ad Tech continues to revolutionise the way brands
connect with their audiences and the way publishers and
advertisers interact with each other. Although limited
in the number of entries, the standard of entry to this
technical category was extremely high. In particular,
judges considered two of the entries as being such
important and significant industry game changers that
they were extremely difficult to separate.
The winning entry was the one that best shared how
their ad tech directly impacted on their teams and culture,
created business efficiencies and supported their teams.

Winner

News UK – PADN (Publisher Advertising Data Network)
There are clear benefits to this automation process across News UK
and its agency clients resulting in significant operational efficiencies.
The success of PADN can be seen by the fact that is now being
adopted by others. Judges agreed that this was a simple, elegant and
highly effective technology.

Highly Commended

Ozone Marketplace
One judge considered Ozone Marketplace to be a proper industry
changer. It drives efficiency for publishers which makes it easy to see
why it is so popular with brands and agencies alike. It has real impact
at an industry level.

Commended

Newsquest Digital Media – LOCALiQ
Newsquest’s LOCALiQ Campaign Centre provides a simple, clean and
intuitive insight into local campaigns across the business. It’s a clever
use of data automation to help its teams get to answers faster. You
can see how this technology would instil confidence in sales teams
to speak with clients about results – not just clicks or impressions.
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BUSINESS AWARDS

Most Creative Use of Data Journalism
The Reach Award

Data journalism is playing an increasingly significant
role in telling compelling news stories. The use of data
journalism throughout the extensive coverage of the
pandemic has been particularly impressive and has helped
to make sense of highly complex and fast-moving stories.

Winner

The New Statesman Media Group
The New Statesman’s story of the pandemic, with the backdrop of
the constantly escalating tally of life lost, was well executed and
visually compelling. Its story of race discrimination was powerful and
well-illustrated with real examples. The New Statesman clearly looks
to incorporate data in all articles wherever possible and does so with
great creativity that is always relevant to the style and content of
an article.

Highly Commended

The Telegraph
According to one judge The Telegraph had a “fantastic central Covid
tracker” with everything you could possibly want to know. The story
of Covid successes and victims was brilliantly told with human
interest as well as compelling use of data.

Commended

EDP/Archant EDP used eye-catching graphics which related a
complicated story well. The map showing Covid deaths in Norfolk’s
care homes was “truly shocking” and told the story better than
thousands of words. Great use of data journalism to engage a local
audience.
National World Judges were impressed with how National World
used drug death in Scotland graphs to illustrate a story simply and
well. Also impressive was the moving graphic showing Love Island
contestants’ social media followers – “well executed and fun.”
The Times and The Sunday Times Several examples of data
journalism caught the eye in this entry. One feature on Peers
presented a good story with clarity and imagination. Also impressive
was the ‘how safe is your cycle commute’ tool.
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BUSINESS AWARDS

Brand Partnership of the Year
The Newsprinters Award

Traditionally dominated by the major national newspaper
brands, it was refreshing this year to see a regional
newspaper making a positive impact on the judges.
There was an impressive array of entries in this category,
showing a variety of approaches and clever and creative
ways of overcoming issues presented by coronavirus and
lockdown. Judges found it difficult to pick a winner as the
top contenders were so very close. In fact, the top two were
separated by the smallest of margins – just a single point.

newsawards 2

BRAND PARTNERSHIP OF THE Y

THE SUN X BARCLAYCARD:
newsawards 2021
CARDSMART
BRAND PARTNERSHIP OF THE YEAR

cardsmart
THE
SUN Xsmart
BARCLAYCARD:
4-PAGE FINANCE SPECIAL

Winner

HOW TO GET CLEVER WITH CREDIT Sun
The Sun/Barclaycard
CARDSMART
A strong, single-minded campaign using reader insight to drive
interactive content and produce a circle of content creation. Great
use of social insight from consumer engagement, which was looped
into the creative/editorial process. A real standout entry. HOW TO GET CLEVER WITH CREDIT Sun
THE

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

The night of the
living debt...

Managing your
money and spending
is key for 2020.
So The Sun has
got together with
Barclaycard to bring
you clever tips and
information to help
4-PAGE FINANCE SPECIAL
you make the most
of every penny.

cardsmart
smart
THE

Highly Commended

Managing your
money and spending
is key for 2020.
So The Sun has
got together with
Barclaycard to bring
you clever tips and
information to help
you make the most
of every penny.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

The night of the
living debt...

The Guardian/Visa/Starcom
A great idea turned into a creative partnership to drive local
commerce to the high street. Very professionally produced and it
elevated both brands while helping local merchants. “It was fabulous
to see a national news brand communicating local messages.”

CREDIT CARDS WON’T BE A HORROR MOVIE WITH OUR GUIDE
THE world of credit can feel like
a scary place if you don’t know
your APR from your elbow.

But you should only feel terriﬁed because
Halloween is coming up – NOT because of
your credit card.
That’s because we are here to help you
take control of your ﬁnances and protect
yourself against scams.
We’ll also teach you how to get credit
working to your advantage instead of letting
it weigh you down.

Face your fears

You can’t tackle your money worries if your
head is buried ﬁrmly in the sand.
Perhaps you avoid using credit because

Commended

By LEAH MILNER
you’re terriﬁed of getting into debt.
That’s understandable, but you could be
storing up trouble should you want to buy a
house using a mortgage.
Lenders will want to see you have
borrowed responsibly in the past before
they will let you take on a commitment as
big as a home loan.
Even if you’re not planning to get on the
housing ladder, having a good credit score
can be important for other reasons.
Letting agents may check your credit
rating before they will allow you to rent a
property and some insurers will factor your
creditworthiness into the cost of car cover

when you pay monthly. People who have
never previously had any form of credit
can also struggle to take out a mobile phone
contract.

Confront the skeletons in
your credit closet

If you’ve never checked your credit record
before, then it’s time to ﬁnd out whether the
ghost of bad money habits in your past is
spooking prospective lenders.
You can check your credit ﬁle for free
by requesting a “statutory credit report”
from the three main agencies: Experian,
Equifax and TransUnion (formerly called
Call Credit).
Look closely for any errors in your address,
personal details or in the credit accounts

that are listed. If there are any accounts you
don’t recognise it could be a sign fraudsters
have got hold of your personal details, so
you’ll need to investigate further.
Speak to your bank and the credit
reference agency immediately to ﬁnd out
more.
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Turn your fortunes around

Boost your score by ensuring that you’re
registered on the electoral roll and closing
down any accounts you no longer use such
as store cards.
You can also build up your score by taking
out a credit card and using it for some of
your everyday spending.
Make sure you pay it off in full every
month and never use it to withdraw cash or

you’ll be hit with high interest charges.
Try to keep your spending on the card to
around a quarter of your credit limit for the
best results.

Clear away the cobwebs for
a fresh new start

If you’ve never had a card before or you’ve
missed payments in the past, a credit
builder card might be a good option.
These have a low spending limit, but
the interest rates are much higher than on
standard cards, making it vital you clear
your balance in full each month.
Then after a year or so, when you’ve
shown you can handle credit with
conﬁdence, you should qualify for a
better deal.

BEAT THE SCAMMERS – Pages 2&3 I CREDIT CARDS...TRICK OR TREAT? – Page 4
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and conducted third party research. The reactive
Barclaycard brand consideration to increase 49%
nature of the campaign, coupled with our continuous
(up to 88%)
audience research, meant that we had our finger
• Envisaged as a six month campaign, ‘Cardsmart’
on the pulse of our audience’s spending habits
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Mail Metro Media/M&S/Mindshare UK A superb example of how a
good advertising campaign can spur on really good news content. It
was impressive to see the creative use of technology to enable users
to purchase from the podcast.
Mail Metro Media/Tesco/MediaCom A fine example of using
audience insight to influence Tesco’s creative strategy. One judge
“liked the community focus of the campaign”.
News UK/Dell/MediaCom This campaign cleverly used multiple
platforms and demonstrated how readers consume content in
different environments. It showed strong results which led to
additional investment.
News UK/Sports Women of the Year/Vitality A great pivot to
community focus during Covid, aligning Vitality and News UK with
grassroots instead of professional. It showed strong alignment
between the brand and News UK.
The News, Portsmouth/National Museum of the Royal Navy (NMRN)
It was so good to see how this regional newspaper and its client
worked closely together to develop a campaign that integrated key
messages into content via a wide variety of mechanisms.
THE world of credit can feel like
a scary place if you don’t know
your APR from your elbow.

But you should only feel terriﬁed because
Halloween is coming up – NOT because of
your credit card.
That’s because we are here to help you
take control of your ﬁnances and protect
yourself against scams.
We’ll also teach you how to get credit
working to your advantage instead of letting
it weigh you down.

Face your fears

You can’t tackle your money worries if your
head is buried ﬁrmly in the sand.
Perhaps you avoid using credit because

By LEAH MILNER

you’re terriﬁed of getting into debt.
That’s understandable, but you could be
storing up trouble should you want to buy a
house using a mortgage.
Lenders will want to see you have
borrowed responsibly in the past before
they will let you take on a commitment as
big as a home loan.
Even if you’re not planning to get on the
housing ladder, having a good credit score
can be important for other reasons.
Letting agents may check your credit
rating before they will allow you to rent a
property and some insurers will factor your
creditworthiness into the cost of car cover

when you pay monthly. People who have
never previously had any form of credit
can also struggle to take out a mobile phone
contract.

Confront the skeletons in
your credit closet

If you’ve never checked your credit record
before, then it’s time to ﬁnd out whether the
ghost of bad money habits in your past is
spooking prospective lenders.
You can check your credit ﬁle for free
by requesting a “statutory credit report”
from the three main agencies: Experian,
Equifax and TransUnion (formerly called
Call Credit).
Look closely for any errors in your address,
personal details or in the credit accounts

that are listed. If there are any accounts you
don’t recognise it could be a sign fraudsters
have got hold of your personal details, so
you’ll need to investigate further.
Speak to your bank and the credit
reference agency immediately to ﬁnd out
more.

Turn your fortunes around

Boost your score by ensuring that you’re
registered on the electoral roll and closing
down any accounts you no longer use such
as store cards.
You can also build up your score by taking
out a credit card and using it for some of
your everyday spending.
Make sure you pay it off in full every
month and never use it to withdraw cash or

you’ll be hit with high interest charges.
Try to keep your spending on the card to
around a quarter of your credit limit for the
best results.

Clear away the cobwebs for
a fresh new start

If you’ve never had a card before or you’ve
missed payments in the past, a credit
builder card might be a good option.
These have a low spending limit, but
the interest rates are much higher than on
standard cards, making it vital you clear
your balance in full each month.
Then after a year or so, when you’ve
shown you can handle credit with
conﬁdence, you should qualify for a
better deal.
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Congratulations
to tonight’s winners
from all of us at the
Google News Initiative

DIGITAL AWARDS

The ICNN Community Website of the Year
Sponsored by Google News Initiative

Only in its second year, this category is already
demonstrating just how vibrant hyperlocal news websites
are. Entries came in from all across the UK and the
judging panel had a challenging job finding a clear winner.
In the final reckoning only four points separated the top
three websites. The commitment to journalism and the
importance of local communities came through loud
and clear and one judge commented that “it was heartwarming to read the stories of the pride and passion, and
for some, the absolute importance of family behind these
websites.”

Winner

Island Echo
Last year’s runner-up takes top spot in 2021. It’s a clear, well-designed
website featuring engaging journalism. It’s wonderful to see a small
team delivering quality journalism while doing the simple digital
things right and putting the reader at the heart of its strategy.

Highly Commended

Dorset Biz News
Just two points away from winning, this is clearly a must-read
for the Dorset business community and a tribute to its creator. Its
passion for journalism is clear and it has particularly good social
engagement. It also shows impressive user growth.

Commended

Cornwall Reports This site has a strong approach to news and is
clearly supporting the local community. A lively, well written site
with no annoying pop-ups.
Hackney Citizen A professionally produced website with impressive
coverage and a strong community network. Whether it’s writing
about a social injustice or a new restaurant, it’s done with style and
authority.
Lyme Online What makes this site really stand out is its commitment
to improvement and digital innovation. This is a lovely story of a
family working closely together.
Thurrock Nub News A site that is clearly creating waves and standing
up for its local community. Delivered on a shoestring budget, it’s a
real tribute to its creator.
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IS IT TIME TO RETHINK YOUR
WEB AND APP DELIVERY
STRATEGY?

Pugpig powers websites and apps for the world’s leading media brands.
We look after the tech so that they can concentrate on their
core business and signiﬁcantly reduce their operating costs.
Maybe we can do the same for you?
info@pugpig.com

DIGITAL AWARDS

News Website of the Year
The Pugpig Award

Traditionally this category has been dominated by national
behemoths with big budgets and extensive teams. But not
this year … It was the regional websites that rose to the
top. There were many challenges being faced by each site
and they all navigated through them in brilliant, inspiring
and innovative ways. Judges were looking for news sites
that combined excellent content with creative use of
technologies. Commercial success was also an influential
factor.

Winner

Liverpool Echo
The Echo has undertaken a wide range of new, creative, customer
engagement activities over the year. Regarded by one judge as
“best in class” for its entrepreneurial approach and for fully utilising
the relevant digital technology available, making this a seamless
multimedia experience for readers. It feels like a product specifically
built for the people of Liverpool.

Highly Commended

KentOnline
This was a powerful submission that demonstrated important, indepth journalism as well as some fun features. The initiative to delve
into the archives and generate rich customer engagement was great
to see. The move into podcasts to extend its reach was ambitious and
innovative.

Commended

Belfast Telegraph One judge commented that it was great to see a
local news source investing in more journalists to report news across
multiple disciplines.
ChronicleLive This entry received high marks for innovating with
new channel and podcast launches, as well as pivoting to use social
platforms to live broadcast key interviews and news.
Independent.ie A terrific entry with a cohesive strategy, quality
reporting and comprehensive ways for its audience to engage. It is a
website designed with panache.
The Irish News Judges were impressed with Statement – “an
ambitious and innovative fact checking platform”. This tool was one
of the stand-out innovations from all of the entries in this category. A
site with great depth of content and a simple, clean design.
YorkshireLive This site has great traction and a significant following
in its large region. It reports some quirky news to keep its audience
engaged and leveraged multiple platforms to extend its content.
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DIGITAL AWARDS

Digital Innovation of the Year
The Collection Pot Award

Publishers and printers must innovate to succeed in
today’s rapidly evolving news media industry. Judges
found this category to be highly stimulating, with a wide
range of different interpretations and entries on exactly
what comprised a ‘digital innovation’.
But what is not in question is that audiences are
increasingly hungry for news media products that deliver
their content in a dynamic, original and engaging format.

Winner

The Ozone Project
Last year’s winner takes the top spot again. One judge simply said,
“So impressive, this platform delivers for advertisers and publishers.”
It’s a genuine innovation and collaboration from the industry that
delivers impressive results and commercial success.

Highly Commended

The Telegraph App
An honest appraisal of issues and a commitment to improve led to
enhanced reader experience and audience growth. Easy to use, an
app that delivers the printed newspaper in a clear, digestible form
– great value for money. This app should generate good revenue for
The Telegraph.

Commended

Archant – Local Recall Judges thought that it was great to see that
Archant had managed to digitise all of its archived content calling it
a ‘remarkable effort’. A fantastic use of technology.
Liverpool Echo This entry demonstrated a positive response during
lockdown to get much needed content to local audiences. The Echo
continues to innovate in all areas.
Reach – In Your Area In Your Area is a genuine one stop shop for local
communities, which became essential during lockdown. “A great
platform”.
The Telegraph – Twitter Moments and Spaces It was positive to see
the way news and social/digital platforms can be better involved in
an integrated way to deliver in a fresh way for readers.
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